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A crowd of fans dressed in kilts and newsboy caps flooded the lobby of The House of Blues
both Friday and Saturday night for the 2009 Green 17 Tour featuring Flogging Molly" with
The Aggrolites and The Mighty Stef.

The Dublin"based The Mighty Stef" kicked off the night featuring songs from their second
studio album" 100 Midnights. Lead singer Stefan Murphy opened things up with the first
track from their album" Downtown. It was immediately apparent from Murphy"s grungy"
almost growling" Irish voice that this was a great choice for an opening band. They set a vibrant
mood for the crowd as they casually sipped beers while belting out A Pretend Sailors Goodbye.
The great harmonies and melodic beat of Sunshine Serenade brought the audience to life"
clapping their hands cheerfully along with the beat. Perhaps the most enjoyable performer on
stage was the keyboard player" constantly uprooting himself from the giant couch pillow on
which he was seated in order to get a little more into the groove as he pounded the keys. He even
surprised us by busting out a trumpet for closing song" Poisonous Love. Murphy wished the
crowd goodnight and brought the set to a close as the lengthy strings twirling off the end of his
guitar glistened in the stage lights.

This fantastic performance by TMS would be hard to follow as the bar had been set high for The
Aggrolites. Unfortunately" the Los Angeles based band would pale in comparison. Although
their performance of songs like Funky Fire and Countryman Fiddle were good" the pairing of
reggae music with Celtic rock was just awkward. The crowd seemed to be into the beats and
repetitious lyrics" which allowed them to pick up on words and sing along" but the general
opinion following the performance was basic impartiality. With slicked back hair and business
casual style" the city"slicker image of the band surely proved there is more to reggae performers
than tie"dye shirts and dreadlocks. Lead singer" Jesse Wagner"s jittery mannerisms and
apparent passion on stage was enjoyable to watch" and Roger Rivas on the organ brought a
soulful vibe to the performance. The group closed out their set by singing The Beatle"s 1969
hit" Don"t Let Me Down. Holding the microphone stand and all out over the crowd" Wagner
prompted the audience to sing along with the familiar anguished love song made so popular by
John Lennon. Eventually" all that was left was the sound of the crowd shouting out "don"t let
me down" as the performance came to an end.
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The opening bands did their job as the crowd was certainly worked up for the feature act.
Chanting Flogging Molly and singing the Ol" soccer cheer during the break" fans prepared for
another great performance. Flogging Molly took the stage and immediately the eye was drawn
to the furious strumming of Dave King"s fingers on his acoustic guitar. The band started off the
night with songs like The Likes Of You Again and Requiem For A Dying Song. With the
commencement of Selfish Man" the crowd transformed into rowdy form" resulting in a
number of drinks thrown across the pit. A cup of beer thrown towards the stage surprised King"
but only boosted his energy on stage as he carried on with the song and encouraged more
audience participation.

The familiar tune Worst Day Since Yesterday got the crowd clapping the beat and chanting
"Hey"" along with the band. This energy continued on throughout You Won"t Make A Fool
Out Of Me and the title song from their 2002 album" Drunken Lullabies. Midway through
the concert" King put the electric guitars" drums and accordion to rest as he led the crowd into
a somewhat soothing acoustic set. He commanded the stage while strumming along and singing
Us Of Lesser Gods" The Sun Never Shines "On Closed Doors"" and Float. The darker
lighting and placid mood of the acoustic set gave way to the exhilarating music of the final
portion. King really knows how to work a stage and brings humour to the mellow nature of
fellow band mates Matthew Hensley and Bridget Regan. Regan  seems very complacent
while playing her violin" and provides songs such as Rebels of the Sacred Heart with
incredible life as she hurriedly slides her fingers over the tin whistle.

Flogging Molly finished the concert by bringing out the two opening acts to sing together as a
group" showing their appreciation for both bands in bringing the crowd to life. Vociferous cheers
from the crowd encouraged Flogging Molly to come out for an encore that included Black
Friday Rule and Seven Deadly Sins to officially bring the night to an end.
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